Web Release 2.2.01 for the Defense Property Accountability System (DPAS) effort was released on 28 September 2012. There is no action required by the user to receive the update.

System Change Requests (SCRs) in this release:

The following capabilities are provided with this SCR:

00529 Wide Area Work Flow (WAWF) – This SCR is to provide for WAWF Marine Corp GFP Details Processing integration modifications. It will allow DPAS to modify WAWF TS Processor transactions as a Transfer to build the USMC FLIS records into DPAS, auto create an asset in DPAS from a WAWF transaction where the contact, contractor and NSN is already present in DPAS and build Part Number data from FLIS into DPAS.

- **FLIS Web Service Query – WPCTN12** – Process was modified to query FLIS Data Warehouse for Stock Number and related information using Part Number / CAGE.

- **Asset Receiving – WPHRN11** – Asset Receiving was modified to support the WAWF changes to allow user to show an asset as out on loan.

- **WAWF Inbound XML Import – WPHRN20** – WAWF Marine Corp GFP FLIS changes.

- **WAWF Inbound TS Processor – WPHRN22** – Modified the process to accept Marine Corp GFP Transactions regardless of if Contract Information exists in DPAS.

- **Pending Transactions Update/Delete – WPHRN53** – Modified the process to add Search for Code “WG” for Search Results on Receipt(s)/PSN record(s) received from WAWF “TS”.

- **Pending Transactions Due In Inquiry – WPHRQ03** – Modified the inquiry to search and display the GFP transactions with the Code “WG” for Search Results on Receipt(s)/PSN record(s) received from WAWF “TS”.

The following capabilities are provided with this SCR:

DPAS – 00531 Add Sub Custodian to the filter – This SCR is to provide for the new requirement to add the Sub Custodian Field to the Asset Inquiry Search Criteria.

- **Asset Inquiry – WPHRQ14** – New requirement to add the Sub Custodian field to the Asset Inquiry Search Criteria.
This release contains the following Program Trouble Reports (PTRs) / Bugs:

**Accounting**

Ancillary Cost Add/Update/Delete - WPACN01 - Corrected the process to eliminate the transaction results page “83 - Unexpected error encountered, contact DPAS Help Desk for assistance” error message when user attempts to add Ancillary Cost(s). Remedy Ticket 100224 applies. Bug 941 applies.

**Accounting Transactions Receipt/Change Common Function - WCGLX07 -**

1) Corrected the process to eliminate the discrepancy between CFO and Capital Trial Balance Reports caused by hard coding of the Event Type within certain stored procedures that the common function called. Remedy Ticket 99701 applies. Bug 1045 applies.

2) Corrected assignment of LMP accounting report number to conform with a standard using first two-positions of the activity code associated with the UIC. Remedy Ticket 101440 applies. Bug 4457 applies.

**Asset Management**

Asset Receiving - WPHRN11 - Corrected the problem when the user has Agency Defined fields, only require Agency Tab Selection if there are mandatory fields. Bug 2942 applies.

Asset Disposition - WPHRN29 - Corrected the process to efficiency serialize transaction data thereby improving run time performance. Bug 4549 applies.

Asset Update - WPHRN51

1) Corrected the issue of the user receiving "Invalid Format: Job Order Nbr" error only when doing a mass update for assets with no external accounting interface. User should not receive an error on the Job Order Number field when there is no external accounting interface. Remedy Ticket 100183 applies. Bug 930 applies.

2) Corrected the issue of the program not putting the last updated by User Id and Program Id on the accounting transaction. Bug 1046 applies.

3) Corrected the process to now pass the correct Cost Center Id to the Accounting Transaction table. Bug 1124 applies.

4) Corrected the process to show the Task Number on the initial load, to send the Task Code Id and Task Code Key when performing updates and generating accounting transactions. It also corrected the Project Browse loading properly. Bug 1220 applies.

5) Corrected the issue of the user receiving an error that an asset must be changed to accountable when they have just changed it on the screen. The program was not recognizing the change. Remedy Tickets 100640, 100659 and 100687 apply. Bug 1263 applies.

6) Corrected the process so that invalid Task Codes are not entered. Remedy Ticket 100637 applies. Bug 1273 applies.
7) Corrected the process to update the Cost Center(s) key(s) in entries when the browse is not used. Remedy Ticket 100869 applies. Bug 1603 applies.

8) Modified the Asset Id validation process to remove space as a valid character. Remedy Ticket 101171 applies. Bug 1612 applies.

9) Modified the process to allow proper updating of a Document Inventory record during the Asset Update transaction. Remedy Ticket 100868 applies.

Asset Transfer – WPHRN52 – Corrected the process to allow the user to transfer an asset and eliminate the process failed error message. Remedy Ticket 99083 applies. PTR 9638 applies / Bugs 774, 777 and 778 apply.

Asset Inquiry – WPHRQ14

1) Corrected the process to allow the user to view attachments for a deleted / disposed asset. Remedy Ticket 100316 applies. Bug 987 applies.

2) Corrected the Asset Inquiry Agency Tab Search Results Page so that it would show Agency information on the Agency Tab. Remedy Ticket 100739 applies. Bug 1330 applies.

Asset Activity Inquiry – WPHRQ20 – Corrected the process to show DPAS User Id instead of the User Key. Remedy Tickets 100400 and 100632 apply. Bug 1092 applies.

AIT

Upload from PDCD – WPAIN01 – Corrected the process since the user was unable to print from scanner and to eliminate the error message, “the report Viewer Web Control requires a System Web UI Script manager on the web form.” Remedy Ticket 100199 applies. Bug 947 applies.

Authorization

Authorization Add/Update/Delete – WPAUN01 – Modified the stored procedure to check for correct authentic values in the System Setting Table and to eliminate the server error when searching in the Authorization Request Add process. Remedy Ticket 100662 applies. Bugs 1579 and 4397 apply.

Authorization Request – WPAUN02 – Modified the process to eliminate the server error when adding or searching in the Authorization Request Add process by making the UIC field mandatory. Remedy Ticket 100662 applies. Bug 1221 applies.

Catalog

Stock Number Mass Update Batch – WPSAB18
1) Corrected the process to successfully handle the Fiduciary Depreciation Method Code change from “SL” to “AB” for Military Equipment Assets previously being depreciated using the Straight Lined Method. This change was required so Compute Depreciation could handle the condition when the Total Utilization Quantity is already or close to being fully depleted prior to changing from “SL” to “AB”. Remedy Ticket 97115 applies. Bug 1048 applies.

2) Modified the process to treat a null value like a zero if no row exists on the Utilization for a particular asset. It is the user’s responsibility to ensure that a row exists and that Utilization Quantity is entered prior to scheduling Depreciation. Bug 4448 applies.

Miscellaneous


UIID Interface Export – WPHRI01 – Modified IUID background process not to mark DAC Job as errored when an error occurs during processing. This should ensure job to run on a daily basis without need for manual restart. Reset UII Status for all UIIs in “E02” Status with Navy UIIs. Remedy Tickets 100750 and 100770 apply. Bug 1302 applies.

Reports Manager Property Accountability – WPUTR01 – Modified the title bar to ensure consistent menu headings being properly displayed. Remedy Ticket 100705 applies. Bug 1292 applies.

Agency Pre-defined Inquiries – Data for non-Navy sites was displayed on Navy Agency Pre-defined Reports NavyNonCapAssetsPastDue and Navy RclLstInvDtOver3YearsCapAssets. The code was modified to restrict to the correct sites. Remedy Ticket 100485 applies. Bug 1210 applies.

Points of Contact for this Release

a. DPAS Support Site: - http://dpassupport.golearnportal.org/

b. Questions / Problems encountered during processing:
   DPAS Call Center:  CCO-CCC@dfas.mil,
   Phone:  216-522-6975, DSN 580-6975 or 1-866-498-8687

c. Questions regarding DPAS Training Content:
   Ms. Tina Frazier, Email address tina.frazier@dfas.mil

d. General questions regarding the release:
   Mr. Eric Nimtz, Email address eric.nimtz@navy.mil